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‘Protest’ beach party uses inflatable bananas in support of nuclear energy

A recently formed activist group in support of nuclear energy as the answer to the climate crisis, held a beach party
protest last weekend in support of Sizewell C.

Holly Hume

Protestors joined the Nuclear for Net Zero group for a beach party last Saturday in support of Sizwell C nuclear
power plant. Picture: NUCLEAR FOR NET ZERO
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Nuclear for Net Zero (N4NZ) was formed by climate activist Zion Lights and has now held two unusual protests in
Su�olk using bananas as props to get their message across.

The fruit is naturally radioactive and the activists use it to demonstrate the uses of uranium.

The group of 16 people – a mix of local residents and activists – gathered on the beach in Leiston in front of the
existing nuclear power station Sizewell B for a picnic and swim with huge in�atable bananas.

MORE: Protest held in support of Sizewell C

Protestors joined the Nuclear for Net Zero group for a beach party last Saturday in support of Sizwell C nuclear power plant. Picture: NUCLEAR FOR NET
ZERO
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The protesters played socially-distanced beach volleyball, shared food and displayed pro-nuclear banners on the
beach.

Miss Lights said: “We are facing a climate emergency and opposing any low-carbon power source right now is
madness.

“I support all positive measures that can contribute to getting the UK to zero carbon in 2035, and it’s imperative that
these measures are evidence-based rather than ideology-led.

“It is a big challenge to the old green groups to stop opposing zero carbon power, but we simply cannot face the
21st century with a 1970s mindset.

Protestors joined the Nuclear for Net Zero group for a beach party last Saturday in support of Sizwell C nuclear power plant. Picture: NUCLEAR FOR NET
ZERO

You may also want to watch:

Watch more local videos

Sizewell C opposition groups oppose plans
for a nuclear plant

What it is like to work at Sizewell B Su�olk councils respond to Sizewell C
consultation

Sizewell C opposition groups oppose plans for a nuclear plant
Video: Ella Wilkinson. Campaigners from Together against sizewell C, and the B1122 action group were at Suffol…
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“There are positive solutions we can get behind, and nuclear de�nitely is one of them.”

MORE: Loss of Welsh power station has ‘serious rami�cations’ for Sizewell C, say supporters

EDF Energy’s proposal to build Sizewell C, a £20 billion scheme that would create thousands of jobs, has sparked
much controversy in the region, with many claiming it would cause great environmental harm to area.

The newly-formed N4NZ group held its �rst on September 1 in Ipswich and is demanding the government bring
forward the UK’s legally-binding net zero target from 2050 to 2035, as required by the climate emergency.

It argues this is only possible with a major contribution from nuclear new-build, both to decarbonise the electricity
grid and to replace oil with hydrogen in transport and industry.

A planning application for Sizewell C has been submitted by EDF but the government has said it is exploring
�nancing options for the plant after plans were scrapped for a nuclear power station in Wales.

The decision has led to concerns Sizewell C could su�er a similar fate - in which case thousands of jobs would not
be created.

Miss Lights hopes to organise more events in support of Sizewell C in the future, in solidarity with Su�olk residents
who are �ghting for the nuclear power station to be built.

MORE: ‘People deserve to see the reality’: Do Sizewell C images capture true impact on beauty spot?

If you value what this story gives you, please consider supporting the East Anglian Daily Times. Click the link in
the orange box above for details.
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Protestors joined the Nuclear for Net Zero group for a beach party last Saturday in support of Sizwell C nuclear power plant. Picture: NUCLEAR FOR NET
ZERO
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